New York invented the Ice Cream Soda

Dipped Everything in Store Into Glass and Made Tasty Concoction.

BY HARRIEE SAUCIERE

NEW YORK, July 28—John H. Rink and James Brennan have been in the ice cream industry for many years each. They have been in the habit of dipping everything into the frozen drink, and they have made some remarkable concoctions as a result. They have a patent on a new formula for making the ice cream soda, and they are now ready to start their business.

Back in 1925, Robertson and Tilly's parents, who founded the company, had just left as a result of a dispute. They are now ready to start their business.

The They Tried New

"Their formula is the secret of their success in the food industry. It is a combination of cream soda and ice cream, with a touch of flavoring added to give it a unique taste. They are the first to offer this combination, and they are confident that it will be a success."

New Safety Deposit Department Now Open

BUILT of solid steel—into the massive concrete foundation of the 12-story Inland Bank Building—the Safe Deposit Vault of the Inland Bank & Trust Co., stands as the material evidence of positive safety. Protecting the Vault opening is a ponderous door capable of withstanding the most powerful explosives or the concentrated attack of an acetylene torch. Guarded by electric alarms and special police service both day and night, this Vault is the last word in absolute protection.

The location of the Vault within the bank—based on a careful study of the requirements of vault users—affords you the greatest convenience and the utmost privacy.

Your strong steel box inside this vault is your own private compartment. It can only be opened with your key, in your presence—after proper identification.

Here is convenience and absolute protection—for less than 1 cent a day. Why take chances?
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SAFETY DEPARTMENT

Westinghouse can always rush repair work because it has the right men—the right tools—the right equipment. And for the same reason, it can always do a 100 per cent job.

+++ Your repair
Westinghouse Service Shop

423 N. Market St.

Indianapolis, Ind.